H500M
マイク付アウトドア用
ヘッドホン

Outdoor headphones
with microphone

その音をあるがままに︒

Pure Sound. Since 1946.
High Resolution Audio is supported on the H500M headphones,
providing an exceptional listening experience. Hear every nuance
recorded in the studio from sound quality that surpasses CDs.

Since 1946.

An ergonomic design ensures comfort, and a detachable cable
offers convenient in-line control and mic for easy switching
between music and calls.
Feature highlights
Supports High Resolution Audio
Closed acoustic architecture with custom designed Φ40mm high power driver
Sophisticated aluminium housing provides a rigid metal cabinet to eliminate
unwanted vibrations
Detachable twisted tangle-free cable with in-line control

High Resolution Audio
Hear new depth with High Resolution Audio. Sampled at a higher bit depth and
sampling rate than CDs, High Resolution Audio reproduces wider frequencies to
help you hear more of your music. H500M headphones optimized for High
Resolution Audio will play back these files without degradation, guaranteeing a
crisp, detailed and flawless listening experience.
Pure precision
The Onkyo sound signature is clean, clear and precise. The H500M’s 40mm high
power driver is fine-tuned to deliver crisp details and subtle nuances in your
music. To maintain audio purity, advanced headphone housing construction
eliminates unwanted vibrations for extended treble response. Engineered for
precision and performance.
Comfort and clarity
H500M headphones feature a sturdy housing that provides both durability and
lightweight wearability. Deluxe ear cushions provide an ergonomic fit, delivering
comfort while ensuring the ear shell creates an acoustic seal. This keeps the
details of your music in, and unwanted noise out.

Specifications
Product name
Model number / EAN
Model number / UPC

H500M Outdoor Headphones with microphone
H500MB/00; 6925970751100
H500MB/11; 6925970751117
H500MB/27; 889446100556

[ Sound ]
Driver diameter
Acoustic architecture
Frequency response
Sensitivity
Impedance

Φ40mm high power driver
Closed
7Hz - 40kHz
105dB/mW
16ohms

[ General ]
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Cable
Microphone

Detachable 1.2m long twisted cable
In-line

[ Packaging ]
Dimensions (WxHxD)
Net weight
Gross weight

195 x 200 x 80mm
190g
321g

